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Current export markets

  Austria         Denmark         Finland         France       
  Germany         Norway         Russia         Sweden       
  United Kingdom       

Description

PLASTA is one of the largest polyethylene recycler and plastic products producer in Europe employing more
than 500 people. PLASTA production plant is situated on a 12 hectare site with 80000 sq. meters of production
space. Engineering is also an important part of PLASTAs business for more than 50 years. PLASTA | Recycling
More than 30 thousand tons of post-consumer plastic waste is recycled every year. Volumes are constantly
increasing due to continuous growth of the company. PLASTA develops and implements the most advanced
recycling technologies and has invaluable know-how in this field. PLASTA | Production Over 20.000 tons per
annum of plastic products are produced out of recycled raw material produced in-house. Our round-the-clock
production runs on more than 90 extrusion machines.    PLASTA’S flagship product is waste bags.  Half a billion
bags are sold every year. Pipes, film, hermetic containers, buckets, barrels, plastic sheets make up the balance
of items produced. PLASTA | Engineering The company provides services of manufacturing of mechanical parts
or equipment and restoration of mechanical parts for plastics recycling industry. Ability to produce various
sizes and complexity of metal products – from a shaft to a cylinder made in deep drilling mode. The company
specializes in production and restoration of large-sized spare parts and plastic production equipment.

Business Line

Waste bags, mechanical parts



List of products

Garbage bags, plastic film, plastic sheets, pipes, drainage

250-499
Employees

 25M - 35M
Turnover, €

 80
Export as % of
turnover

 1961
Year of establishment

Public institution Innovation agency
Juozo Balčikonio g. 3, LT-08247, Vilnius, Lietuva
Email: edb@inovacijuagentura.lt
Phone: +370 659 22999
Company code: 125447177


